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017 in Cape Town is most probably best known for the drought.
It challenged the city and the surrounding communities, but was
probably more seen in the context of depriving many Capetonians
accustomed to running water and free spring water and exposing
them to the lives of other Capetonians who never had these resources
for decades. It exemplified the severe inequality in our society and
government’s inability to address these challenges/ills. The water crisis
elevated people’s voices to the lack of access to decent housing and basic
services. Statistics have shown that there are four times more protests
in Cape Town over houses than other services.
DAG’s philosophy/work ethic has always consistently put people
at the centre of their work (Community planning). The training and
capacity building programmes such as the active citizens training
programme have raised awareness about social justice issues and most
importantly on how to organise. Communities have become better
equipped to engage with the bureaucracy. Through
their various organisations/movements, Community
DAG’s philosophy has Based Organisations (CBOs) are demanding to
be consulted and to be seen as active partners.
always consistently Engagement with the community in planning
put people at the (community participation) is of vital importance as
it helps influence the government on the changing
centre of their work. needs of the communities in order to inform policy.
In 2016, DAG commissioned an external
evaluation which was concluded in 2017. One of the
highlights of this evaluation was one the following achieved outcome:
“Building knowledge and capacity in general and particularly for
communities so that they are able to advocate for themselves”
In October 2017, I was called upon to act as Chair of DAG. I had an
occasion to look at my first Board meeting notes -in my little red book
from 1999. Interestingly, the first note (we wrote) written stated that
“DAG is a place where people can grow.”
DAG has always seen itself as a learning, nurturing organisation,
valuing its staff and creating a safe working environment to do what it
says it believes in.
The Board acknowledges and appreciates the entire DAG staff for their
sacrifices, dedication and hard work. In spite of a strenuous workload
and shrinking funding environment, project work was effectively and
efficiently implemented.
The 2017 independent evaluation further revealed:
“Underlying the success of DAG’s work is the fact that they are able
to build trust. Their strong values and approach ensure that they build
trusting relationships with everyone that they work with and that trust is
built between stakeholders.”
“This trust has been built due to years of work from the DAG team and
the staff is perceived by stakeholders to be committed and competent. DAG
has a reputation of being professional and able to deliver well.”
This experienced and committed team is led by our newly appointed
competent Executive Director Adi Kumar, who has built a strong
personal rapport with all the staff members, recognising and valuing
the strengths of each member of his team. His very strong work ethic,
inclusivity and passionate drive for change have permeated beyond
DAG and into the sector. He is not only highly respected by DAG staff
and the DAG Board, but all stakeholders share this view as reflected by
all who participated in the evaluation.
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DAG’s impact in the urban sector
over the past 30 years is attributed
to the organisation role in unlocking
development of 7,896 new low-cost
houses; improved tenure security for
27,000 people; direct assistance in
securing community services to 100,000
households in over 80 projects; secured
and unlocked R270 million for housing
projects; and strengthening capacity
of more than 2,090 civic leaders, with a
focus on women and youth.

DAG has always
seen itself as a
learning, nurturing
organisation, valuing
its staff and creating
a safe working
environment to
do what it says it
believes in.

Thank you, Adi and staff, for your hard work
and constantly bringing people into the centre of
community planning.
Thabo Mashologu stepped down as the Chairperson
and board member in October 2017 for personal
reasons. DAG thanks Thabo for his commitment to
the organisation for the past six years as the Board
Chairperson and wishes him well in his future
endeavours. We also sadly bade farewell to Batembu
Lugulwana, our first registered Director and a faithful
Board member of 22 years (1995-2017). Batembu also
served as the DAG Chairperson for four years (20002004). We thank him for his guidance and support for
DAG’s work over the years.
We have also strengthened the governance of the
board by welcoming Catherine Stone (former Executive Director for
Spatial Planning at The City of Cape Town) onto the Board. Cathy’s
invaluable knowledge of the sector will strengthen the Board. To further
assist Board members with the governance of the organization, the
board underwent a ‘Bosberaad (workshop) in February 2017.
The organisation would not have been able to achieve any of its goals
without financial support. One of the first briefs given to Adi and his
team at the start of 2017 was to build a balance sheet that strengthens
the financial sustainability of DAG. With this in mind, the management
team hit the ground and started churning out funding proposals. The
expenditure was severely monitored and a higher percentage of the
budget was spent on the core programmatic work.
DAG would like to thank the following funding organizations
for believing in DAG’s vision and support for its core work; Brot fur
die Welt, Misereor, Open Society Foundation and the International
Budgetary Partnership.
The 2017 evaluation also showed that DAG continues to be relevant
as a leading Non-profit Organization as it remains effective in achieving
significant desired outcomes and efficient in implementing systems and
projects.
* * *

I

wish to thank all the Board members for their contribution and
teamwork. Without the patience and nurturing by Adi and his
management team I would not have been able to do this job. Thank you,
it is much appreciated!
The work needs to continue, the struggle for a better world and a
better life is far from over.
Aluta continua !!

Photo: Thom Pierce

Wilhemina Trout
Acting Chairperson
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017 felt a year of being on a treadmill. As the Acting Chairperson of
the Board reminded us from her notes from 1999, we are debating
the same issues as we did 20 years ago- how to strengthen grassroots
movements? How do we hold the government to account? How do
bring out systemic change? The struggles for realising housing and
land rights for the poorest of the poor couldn’t be further from reality.
The development trajectory of rising property prices and exclusionary
land markets continued to prevail leading to further reinforcing of the
apartheid spatial planning. Investments in poverty reduction, informal
settlements and their upgrading continue at a tardy pace, with one
informal settlement taking over 10 years to be formalized. The City of
Cape Town alone recorded a loss of R227 million in unspent grants. As
the economy declined and further budget cuts at the local government,
visible tensions emerged across class, race and gender. Coupled with
this, political representation amongst the big three- ANC, DA and EFF
continued to polarize any form of coherent,
well organized civil society.
DAG continues to keep its
In this context, DAG continues to keep
focus on putting people at its focus on putting people at the centre of
development. At the heart of our work has
the centre of development. been a conscious effort to enable citizenry
At the heart of our work and surface the inherent conflicts in
development. This is with the recognition
has been a conscious that citizens living in poverty have used
effort to enable citizenry land as an instrument for upholding
the Constitution and have relentlessly
and surface the inherent produced an adequate habitat for survival.
conflicts in development. Some of the key contributions to the sector
have related to the following:
■■ Continued support to a number of neighbourhoods and
organisations including Maitland Garden Village, Woodstock, Salt
River, Kensington, Grand Parade Merchants Association, Pine Road
residents, PJS, S-section and WB-sectionresidents and Two Rivers
Urban Park Association etc. All of this support relied on ensuring
that the neighbourhood based organisations are both accountable
and transparent but also capacitated to engage/ confront the state.
■■ DAG continued to invest heavily in activating citizenship through
the various forms of learning programmes and horizontal exchanges.
As a consequence, a number of networks and relationships were
created across the city. A participant commenting on the learning
programme said that... “with the understanding of Social Scoping
and the new skills that I learned in the course, I was able to start a new
project in our community that pertained specifically to community
identified issues.”
Left:
Caption body text to go
here, if needed. Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit.
Aenean commodo ligula
eget dolor. Aenean massa.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit.
Aenean commodo ligula
eget dolor. Aenean massa.

■■ We continued to work relentlessly on the systems for land
management and Land Value Capture, to advocate and lobby
for stronger public sector control of development rights. The
engagements ranged from private sector developers, civil society
organisations, lawyers, planning specialists etc. Coupled with this,
DAG conducted foundational work around the City of Cape Town’s
budgeting process as well as the disconnection between community
needs and the public sector budgeting.
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■■ DAG initiated significantly a programmatic focus on small scale
private affordable rental housing for people living in backyards and
tenement buildings. This support ranged from lobbying financial
institutions to project preparation for forty units in the Khayelitsha
CBD.
■■ DAG incubated a completely independent nonprofit company called
Masibambane Social Housing Company (MSHC), in order to deliver
on social and affordable housing. While MSHC is in its early days,
it continues to build relationships with other social housing actors.
■■ DAG continues to support small scale contractors and developers in
order to ignite a latent and often overlooked development sector. This
support materialized in at least eight women owned construction
companies drawing direct support from DAG and who partnered
with the Public Works Department.
The core of DAG’s work is in its process of building trusting relationships.
We are increasingly conscious that our collective contributions as an
urban sector working on housing and land rights, can lead to sustained
and structural change. Partnerships and relationships with other civil
society organisations such as Ndifuna Ukwazi, National Association for
Social Housing Organisations, CORC, People’s Environmental Planning, Isandla Institute, Violence Prevention through Urban Upgrading,
UBU, Social Justice Coalition, Lincoln Institute of Land Policy,
International Budget Partnership . Planact, Afesis Coplan, Sierra Leonne
Urban Research Centre etc. I am deeply indebted for your guidance and
forthrightness in calling us out when we are out of line.
‘Everyone thinks of changing the world, but no one thinks of
changing themselves’. Our community networks continue to be blunt
and honest with us. We are humbled and inspired by your persistence
and perseverance against multiple odds and structural imbalances.
Your collective knowledge, values, ideas and thinking need to influence
beyond the confines of individuals and
need to permeate society. Please continue to
DAG continues to believe
remind us of how we could work together.
DAG continues to believe that organizing
that organizing work is
work is a slow and painstaking process. We
a slow and painstaking
also acknowledge that change in society
requires long-term commitment. I would
process. We also
like to thank the DAG Board in steering the
acknowledge that change
organisation through turbulent times and also
holding me accountable to our commitments.
in society requires longDAG continues to manoeuvre an
term commitment.
increasingly uncertain funding environment.
Despite the financial uncertainty, DAG
continues to be a strong institution with
strong accountability and systems. For this,
I would sincerely like to thank our funders and donors for the confidence
they have shown in DAG. With your support, we have been able to
amplify our impacts and share our learnings.
DAG is home to like minded colleagues, comrades, activists, thinkers
and practitioners. Each and every individual working at DAG goes
beyond treating this as a ‘job’, with a relentless obsession, dedication
and enthusiasm. It’s the energy and camaraderie of the DAG team that
inspires me continue in this sector.

Our Team
DAG’s staff team is made up of diverse,
well-qualified and experienced individuals,
volunteers and interns, committed to making
a difference in the lives of the urban poor. Our
staff come from various areas of Cape Town
and across the world. Skills range from policy,
research analysis towards housing, and socio-technical planning expertise.

Rugaya
Edwards

Steve
Kahanovitz

Tasleema
Mohamed

Qureisha
Nagdee

Aditya
Kumar

Thabo
Mashologu
Chairperson of DAG
until October 2018

Catherine
Stone

Olivia
Henwood

Wilhelmina
Trout

Aditya Kumar
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DAG has over 30 years of
experience in working
with community
based organisations to
unlock opportunities to
access basic services,
land, tenure rights and
affordable housing.

Who we are

D

evelopment Action Group (DAG) is a non-profit organisation
working throughout South Africa to address the underlying causes
of poverty and inequality in urban areas. We have over 30 years of
experience in working with community based organisations to unlock
opportunities to access basic services, land, tenure rights and affordable
housing. Our programmes and projects are implemented through
partnership based approach which has successfully delivered. To date, we
have delivered 7,323 new homes for the urban poor. As an organisation,
we place special focus on providing direct assistance to communities
grappling with issues related to access to land, infrastructure, housing
and basic community services. Over the last ten years, DAG has been
instrumental in building the capacity of over 2,000 civic leaders and
small-scale contractors with a focus on empowering women and youth
in urban development.

Development
professionals unite
against apartheid.
In reaction to the forced removal
in Crossroads, a number of built
environment practitioners incubated
DAG. It formed part of an advice
office to resist undemocratic
planning by the state to achieve its
political objectives.

1986

DAG’s PHP programme
was selected as best
practice case study in the
prestigious UN-Habitat
and the Dubai Municipality
Best practise Awards.

FIRST
DEMOCRATIC
ELECTIONS IN
SOUTH AFRICA

1994

DAG incubated the
formulation of Kuyasa
Fund, a microfinance
institution provide
affordable lending.

1990

1999

1988
Started supporting
communities in their
struggle for land.
To improve the coordination
between built environment
Non Profit organisations, DAG
became a founding member
of the Urban Sector Network,
with Planact and Built
Environment Support Group.

DAG selected by the
Department of Trade
and Industry as one
of the top 300 South
African companies in
its sector.

2004

2010

Created the strategy for
a pioneering unblocking
of 2,173 PHP projects
in Cape Town with
emerging contractors.

2012 - 2015

2017

1997
1993 - 1996

2002 - 2007

2008 - 2012

DAG played a strong role in
policy formation and advisor to
civics ultimately gearing up for
implementation of the housing
programmes during the new
dispensation

DAG realises land and
housing rights in over
twenty communities
across the Western
Cape, in particular,
Freedom Park in the
Western Cape.

DAG develops and
launches ‘Reimagine the
City’ as a core strategy
with community based
partners to present a
much more city wide
focus.

DAG continues to strengthen
its focus on affordable rental
housing, both within the
inner city and historically
disadvantaged areas, building
the capacity of emerging
contractors and developers
and advocating for measures
to regulate land through land
value sharing.

Housing construction for
projects such as Marconi
Beam etc. was started.
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Part 1
Citizens at the centre
of their development:
Neighbourhoods in Change

U

rban development in Cape Town has increasingly become more
and more complex. Rapid urbanisation, pressures on limited
natural resources, poor public transport and speculative property
markets have reinforced the apartheid spatial planning. The few inner
city neighbourhoods that are mixed class and race, are under pressure
to become homogenous middle-class enclaves. As a consequence, social
and cultural cohesion is at risk. DAG has been actively engaging with
several neighbourhood based associations and civic organisations, in
order to strengthen community organising, citizen mobilisation and
define new forms of participatory urban regeneration.

Left Top: Fighting for
effective change
DAG facilitator Naeemah
Sadien stands with Salt
River community organiser
and resident Nadia
Agherdine during a Salt
River Street Art tour run by
Nadia. Photo: Alexia Webster

Left Middle: A changing
neighbourhood
A Woodstock resident
outside his home on
Cornwall Street as
construction cranes on
nearby Gympie Street fill the
sky, harbingers of the kind
of large developments that
have raised local property
prices. Photo: Alexia
Webster

Inner City Neighbourhoods
The promise of regeneration or the
story of displacement?
Woodstock and Salt River - a neighbourhood
in change: working collaboratively towards
inclusive regeneration/ social housing.

E

xclusionary investment, property speculation and (re)development
in Woodstock and Salt River is rapidly transforming these
neighbourhoods. The direct consequence of this redevelopment is
evictions being faced by low income and working class tenants within
Left Bottom:
the area. Coupled with this, households that have resided in Woodstock
Constructing new
and Salt River over generations are moving out of the area due to market
transitional housing on
pressures, compromising the vibrant, creative and socially cohesive
Pickwick Road, Woodstock.
Photo: Alexia Webster
fabric of these neighbourhoods.
To ensure equitable change within these two
neighbourhoods, DAG has focused its efforts on
two fronts- at the civic and the governance level.
At the governance level,
At the governance level, DAG’s involvement
DAG’s involvement supported the prioritisation and release of 10 inner
supported the city sites for the development of transitional, social
affordable housing projects for the area. DAG
prioritisation and release and
continued to play a significant role in partnership
of 10 inner city sites with The City of Cape Town and NASHO to realise
for the development the impediments of this ambitious social housing
of transitional, social programme. DAG’s major contribution related to
precinct level facilitation, planning and management,
and affordable housing ensuring that broader neighbourhood regeneration
projects for the area. is addressed through the social housing programme.
10 ~ Development Action Group
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Bo Kaap Civic Association – setting precedent on
issues of socio-cultural heritage

B

Community Concerns
DAG facilitators Naeemah
Sadien & Akhona Siswana,
listen as Pine Road resident
Quinton Moos explains
concerns of fellow residents
who will be moved to
transitional housing.
Photo: Alexia Webster

This included DAG’s critical role in the proposed transitional housing a first of its kind in Cape Town, and funded through a state subsidised
rental housing programme.
At the civic level, DAG invested significantly in improving social
cohesion through issue based organising. The organising methodology
is based on strengthening relationships between organisations, civics,
religious groupings using key issues and concerns that are important
to the residents. At the moment, DAG is one of the few organisations
supporting such community organising at the neighbourhood level. In
2017, DAG’s social facilitation and organising role in Woodstock and Salt
River was extensive both in terms of the breadth of organisations, but
also surfacing local issues. DAG provided extensive support to the Salt
River Residents Association; Woodstock Task Team (redevelopment of
the Woodstock Hospital site); Woodstock Residents Association interim
committee;
Woodstock
Community
Outreach Forum and the Woodstock
DAG continues to keep its
Interim Health Committee. DAG continues
to align interests with Ndifuna Ukwazi and
focus on putting people at
Reclaim The City, around resisting tenant
the centre of development.
evictions and the delivery of social housing
in Woodstock and Salt River. DAG also
At the heart of our work
hosted a number of international experts
has been a conscious
and local students during the year. This
included three week collaboration with
effort to enable citizenry
Equal Spaces Technical Advisors Josie
and surface the inherent
Adler and Jim Duke, who were seconded
to DAG from Rooftops Canada to provide
conflicts in development.
project related support on the Social and
Affordable Housing sites in Woodstock and
Salt River.
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o-Kaap, the historical Malay precinct has been under significant
pressure from various property developments in and around their
neighbourhood. Many homeowners have sold their ancestral homes
as they are not able to afford the cost of owning property in the inner
city. One such development related to the demolition of the noon gun, a
historical landmark, located within Bo-Kaap.
DAG provided socio-technical assistance to
the Bo-Kaap Civic and Residents Association
(BOCRA) around their facilitation of the
Heritage Western Cape’s initiated Public
Participation Process. This process served
The major outcome of as an extension period to collate supporting
in the motivation of BOCRA’s (a
DAG’s support was to comments
registered Conservation Body) objections
develop a methodology for to the total demolition of erf 386 – RE 273
Street, commonly known as
capturing and surfacing Longmarket
the Noon Gun Tea Room. DAG provided
issues relating to socio- support to BOCRA around re-imagining
public participation processes
cultural heritage. heritage
which included the capturing of memories
and stories of the Noon Gun Tea Room
through ethnographies. DAG additionally
contributed to media coverage regarding the
application and public process.
Grand Upgrade
The major outcome of DAG’s support was
Grand Parade Kiosks
to develop a methodology for capturing and
belonging to the Merchants
Association organising the
surfacing issues relating to socio-cultural
major city upgrade plans for
heritage.
the Grand Parade.
Photo: Alexia Webster
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Grande Parade Merchants Association – The
inclusion of traders in the redevelopment of Cape
Town’s most heritage-rich open space

T

he inner city has been experiencing major regeneration, yet access
and affordability have become more and more exclusionary –
pushing low-income traders and households from the inner city. The
Grand Parade, an open public space and a provincially graded heritage
site in the inner city has been identified as a priority asset by the City of
Cape Town to ensure its preservation. With improvements to the Grand
Parade, there was a significant threat that the
merchants would face extended relocation or
With regeneration plans possible evictions. Many of the traders whom
has been supporting have been trading
for the Grand Parade, DAG
on the Grande Parade for over four generations,
there is a significant providing affordable services to the working
people in the Cape Town inner city.
threat merchants would classOver
the course of the year, the Grand
face extended relocation Parade Merchants Association (GPMA, a
organization for formal kiosks
or possible evictions. representative
on the Parade) received notices from various
City departments creating uncertainty around
their future access and trade on the Parade.
To this end, DAG was approached to provide socio-technical support
to the GPMA in partnership with the Legal Resource Centre (LRC)
around securing and upholding the rights of the merchants. While the
process has not led to litigation, a dialogue between the GPMA and City
of Cape Town has restored some confidence around tenure security for
merchants. Additionally, with the support of GPMA, DAG initiated
media coverage to bring awareness to the struggle of the merchants on
high profile well located land.

Black River Corridor
Influencing the future of state owned
land
Two Rivers Urban Park – civics at the centre of
urban planning

T

Left:
An aerial map of Two Rivers
Urban Park.
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he Two Rivers Urban Park (TRUP) is perhaps one of the most
contested participatory processes in Cape Town. Within the period
of 2016/2017, a total of ten stakeholder engagements were hosted with
the local community. Given the broad range of issues associated with
TRUP and the complexity of stakeholder involvement, the development
team conducted a series of participatory workshops to allow for
‘inclusivity’ and ‘forward-thinking’ by all stakeholders.
In 2017, DAG continued to build on its relationship with the Two
Rivers Urban Park Association (TRUPA) by providing socio-technical
support both in terms of organisational strengthening and capacity
building around development processes. TRUPA is a key stakeholder in
the participatory processes for TRUP and has focused on an alternative
vision for the land parcel which enhances the park’s environmental
2017 Annual Report ~ 15

Left Top:
Aerial view of the Black
River Corridor.

Left Middle:
Mapping thoughts on the
Two Rivers Urban Park
development.

Left Bottom:
Site visits with a resident in
Maitland Garden Village.

and historical features. TRUPA has relied heavily on DAG’s support in
the past year in order to navigate the development processes around
TRUPA which have been characterised by a lack of transparency
and technocratic workshops. The issues around transparency and
technocracy in the TRUP process is not indifferent to many other
participatory processes in the city. In fact, 2017 has highlighted the
frustrations civic organisations are experiencing in Cape Town around
participation, with citizens feeling that these processes are mere ‘tick
box’ exercises than actual participation. There is a need to assess the
current mechanisms of participation and identify opportunities for
process reform in order to ensure that processes remain people-centred
and inclusive.

Riverclub – Contesting exclusive developments
in the corridor

T

he River Club, which is
The River Club,
adjacent to the Two Rivers
Urban Park, is expected to undergo
is expected
a R4 billion redevelopment in the
to undergo
coming years. As the proposed
development, which includes
a R4 billion
a hotel, school, market-related
redevelopment in
housing etc triggers environmental
impacts, the land parcel is in the
the coming years.
process of an Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA). In
2017, as part of Phase 1 in the EIA, a scoping report was released for
public comment. DAG developed a 26-page submission which was
used as both an organisational submission and capacity building tool
for affected civic organisations on ‘how-to-do EIA submissions’. The
submission was acknowledged by the EIA coordinator and was used by
civics as a starting point for their own submissions.

Maitland Garden Village – organising local
residents from inclusive neighbourhood change

M

aitland Garden Village is located within the Black River Corridor,
a 280 Hectare piece of prime inner city land up for development.
The village, with 244 homes, is one of the few working class enclaves
that was not forcibly removed during apartheid. Despite strong social
and cultural relationships, property speculation is threatening the
community. In 2017 the Maitland Garden
Residents Committee requested support
Despite strong social and Village
from DAG. The request for support was focused
cultural relationships, on refining and improving the constitution
they saw as the critical lynchpin to
property speculation which
rethinking their neighbourhood.
Whilst the strengthening of the committee
is threatening the
is a long-term effort, DAG has built various
Maitland Garden Village relationships in the village in order to improve
community. governance and accountability.

16 ~ Development Action Group
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Activating citizens

Change by Design Workshop

Transforming people, institutions
and neighbourhoods through action
learning:

I

n June 1997, DAG partnered with Architecture Sans Fronteirs UK to co-facilitate a 10 day Change by Design (CbD) workshop
in Cape Town. The focus of this year’s workshop was on community
tools and tactics to advance socio-spatial justice. DAG and ASFUK partnered with three community based organisations, including
PJS informal settlement committee, Kensington Maitland Fracteton
Citizens Coalition (KFM) and Maitland Garden Village. These three
communities also participated in the ACTP
programme (2016/2017 and current). Leading
up to the workshop, DAG hosted a two day
Challenging Practice workshop in partnership
with ASF-UK to introduce DAG staff and
CBO partners to a range of participatory tools
and methods – some of which would be used
in the CbD workshop. The two-week CbD
programme which ran from the last week of
June and the first week of July, included 22
international participants and 10 local CBOs –
including CBO members from the respective
CBOS along with invited CBOs from the Inner
City Resource Centre ICRC, Johannesburg
and Social Justice Coalition. In preparation
for the CbD workshop, DAG also consulted
a wide range of local experts and key city/
provincial officials to act as both resource
experts during the workshop, and present at a
seminar hosted during the workshop. One of
the key outputs from the workshop were three
neighbourhood profiles entitled ‘A Moment
in….’, which have provided basis for ongoing
participatory planning with the three of the
CBOS.

Active Citizens Training Programme

S

outh African society has become increasingly fragmented at the
grassroots. Limited resources, poor economic opportunities and
lack of community organising at the grassroots has created racial and
class polarization. It is well documented across the country that there is a
need for more responsible, accountable and transparent
leadership.
DAG continues to contribute towards strengthening
DAG continues to
leadership issues relating to land and housing rights. A
contribute towards
total of 52 participants (community leaders) completed
the two training programmes this year representing
strengthening
approximately 35 Community Based Organisations
leadership issues
from throughout the Cape Metropole. The ACTP
(which runs over 4 modules) covers topics such as
relating to land and
‘Knowing yourself ’ (using tools to understand how to
housing rights.
strengthen leadership challenges at an individual level);
‘Knowing your organisation’ (using tools to formulate
the founding documents of a voluntary association); and
‘Knowing your community’ is a firm favourite module of participants in
which community based research skills are enhanced through the use of
various social scoping tools. An important component of the training is
fostering an understanding of Asset Based Community Development.
During the evaluations, one participant noted “I wanted to increase my
ability to influence key decision makers and community residents. This
programme gave me an opportunity to communicate with government
officials as well as develop my creativity of engaging with community
residents in ‘new spaces’. Another said “I’ve learned to appreciate that
we HAVE assets in our community. I’ve started to focus on starting first
with the assets that we have before looking for outside resources.” A
third leader shared the following success “with the understanding of
Social Scoping and the new skills that I learned in the course, I was able
to start a new project in our community that pertained specifically to
community identified issues.”

Above:
Exploring power dynamics
within the Two Rivers
Urban Park.

KFM – building cross neighbourhood coalitions
for social and spatial justice

D

AG continued to provide socio-technical support to the Kensington
Fracteton Maitland Coalition for Social Justice (KFM C.S.J.) This
included two workshops as socio-technical support towards realising
organisational restructuring. In the first workshop, DAG invited the
City official responsible for Catalytic Project Packaging along the
Voortrekker Corridor Road (VRC) DAG provided support to KFM
C.S.J in partnership with Architecture Sans Frontiers (ASF). DAG
provided the support to strengthen KFM as a coalition through KFM’s
participation in the Change by Design 2017 workshop. KFM gained
community support and buy-in around crime prevention initiatives
and youth Development Programmes. Through the brokering efforts
of KFM, community organisations rallied around the lack of police
presence in the community, which results in increased crime and
gangsterism. As a result, the community mobilised and demonstrated
solidarity through a peace-walk and handed over a memorandum to
the Kensington SAPS.

Left: DAG facilitator, Akhona
Siswana facilitating an ACTP
training workshop at the
Lutheran Youth Centre.
18 ~ Development Action Group
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Active Citizens:
Some of the Active Citizens Training
Programmes participants (community leaders)
who completed DAG’s ACTP training

Part 2

Parow Station Arcade Precinct
Towards new forms of urban
governance. The story of local property
developers, traders and officials in the
regeneration of a transport precinct

Financing a new Urban Order

T

he Parow Station Arcade, located off Voortrekker Road, connects
the Parow train station to this important corridor, with an estimated
60 000 people moving through daily. This pedestrianised arcade is used
by informal traders, formal business, commuters, shoppers, residents
and students. The space has an unpleasant interface which has resulted
in growing concerns about safety from various stakeholders. Due to
Station Arcade’s strategic location, it has the potential to become a
vibrant, inclusive and safe space. In 2017, DAG completed a precinct
study of the Parow Station Arcade Precinct for the Greater Tygerberg
Partnership (GTP) as part of its Voortrekker Road Revitalisation
Framework. (2014). The purpose of this study was to understand and
assess the social/cultural activities taking place in the Station Arcade; to
observe what activities the space does/does not allow for; to understand
various communities and their social/cultural practices and movement
routes. The study provided recommendations for place-making projects
with the current social and cultural needs of the users and to describe a
unique social/cultural ‘product offering’ of the Station Arcade.
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Land Value Capture

S

Below: Aerial photograph of
Parow Station Arcade

outh African local government administration(s) have been
grappling with serious municipal fiscal challenges. More recently,
critical questions have been raised on (i) How best can municipalities
create land values through public action and eventually recoup some or
all of the unearned land value increments to raise municipal revenues
essential for spatially inclusive developmental objectives such as
financing urban infrastructure and well located affordable housing? (ii)
What are the necessary financial instruments and models essential for
achieving socially inclusive city? These questions are central to the notion
of Land Value Capture (LVC) and have become the focus of ongoing
debate in Cape Town. DAG’s work has been focused on organising all
the relevant stakeholders at a local, national and international level
to engage on strategic dialogues that tease these questions out and
promote an understanding on how all the questions and themes within
them relate to one another.
In Cape Town DAG’s lobbying and advocacy work on LVC was
predominantly focused at local government, in particular, the Transport
and Urban Development Authority (TDA). DAG’s ongoing engagement
with the local government officials, including
Mayoral Committee Member Brett Herron,
DAG’s ongoing
resulted in a commitment to collectively convene
engagement with the
a focused discussion on the legal dimensions for
local government officials
implementing certain LVC instruments in Cape
Town. Several key stakeholders that included City
including resulted in a
of Cape Town officials and different Cape Town
commitment to convene
based Built Environment practitioners/experts
a focused discussion on
participated in this dialogue. The discussions offered
important insights into existing knowledge gaps
the legal dimensions for
and the institutional challenges that may hamper
implementing certain
progressive efforts to implement LVC mechanisms.
LVC instruments in Cape
At a Provincial and National Level, DAG’s
lobbying
and advocacy strategies galvanised the
Town.
interest of several key officials. DAG convened a
number of strategic discussion meetings focused
on various national issues and challenges that required interventions
through the use of LVC instruments. DAG also participated in the
Technical Assistance Workshop on Land Value Capture organised by
the National Treasury Cities’ Support Program (CSP). As part of the
preparation for the CSP workshop, DAG contributed to the process
by facilitating/organising the participation of officials from Lincoln
Institute of Land Policy who shared important policy options and
practical LVC approaches for South African municipalities.
At an international level, DAG successfully prepared a submission to
the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy requesting support on the ongoing
local initiatives to promote the practice of Land Value Capture in South
Africa. An agreement in principle for a partnership between Lincoln
Institute of Land Policy and DAG was reached during the course of the
year and it is this partnership that set the basis for DAG’s Land Value
Capture initiatives for the year 2018/2019.
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Part 3

Budget Participation in the City of Cape Town –
towards a people’s budget

I

n South Africa, the legislative environment that governs public
participation takes pride in stating that it is a process to ensure (through
two-way communication and collaborative problem solving) that people
and interested or affected individuals, organisations and government
entities, are consulted before making a decision. The goal is ostensibly
to achieve representative and more acceptable decisions. Whilst public
participation takes on many forms, for example, Environmental Impact
Assessments (EIA); co-design workshops; policy submissions etc, there
is one participative process which has received much
criticism in recent years namely ‘Annual Municipal
Public participation
Budgets.’ The main criticism is around residents being
unable to meaningfully participate in the process of
takes on many forms,
formulating the budget. By the time the budget is
however there is one
available for public comment, most of the investment
participative process
decisions have already been taken. Citizens strongly feel
which has received
budgets are not reflective of local needs and conditions.
In addition, there is no clear public knowledge of how
much criticism in
the City of Cape Town allocates the budget and which
recent years, namely
criteria is used to prioritise new capital projects.
‘Annual Municipal
In light of this, DAG in partnership with the
International Budgetary Partnership (IBP), the South
Budgets.’
African Slum Dwellers International (SASDI alliance)
alliance partners and the Social Justice Coalition (SJC), Greater Cape
Town Civic Alliance (GTCCA) and Community Action for Public
Participation (CAPP) hosted several workshop on Budget Participation.
The organisations used the workshop as a space to ‘explore’ the issues
associated with municipal budgets, determining as an outcome, the
need for a ‘Budget Participation Campaign’ that is citizen-led at the core
if its strategy.
A Reference Group was constituted which is led by DAG with the
support of the IBP. Participating organisations include SJC, Community
Organisations Resource Centre (CORC), the Federation of the Urban
and Rural Poor (FEDUP), the Informal Settlements Network (ISN)
and other CBOs. The purpose of the Reference Group was to frame
an advocacy campaign on budgetary process reforms in Cape Town.
A key feature of Reference Group meetings was the identification and
agreement on the varied organisational strategies that would drive the
needs and identified issues of its constituencies. The foundational work
around budget participation and campaign tasks are being formulated
and will be furthered in the latter half of 2018.

A city built by people – the
social production of habitat
Masimanyane – a people centered approach to
low cost housing

T

Below: Masimanyane
PHP project implemented
in partnership with local
project committee and
emerging contractors.

he Western Cape has witnessed a steady decline of the People’s
Housing Process (PHP) over the last decade. The PHP process
continues to be an instrument of delivery for people centered housing,
particularly as spheres of government move towards service site
programmes.
In 2017 all the 117 beneficiaries from Masimanyane (People’s Housing
Process) PHP project moved into their new homes. Masimanyane PHP
project has been in the pipeline at DAG since 2013. DAG continued
to work with emerging contractors from the Phillipi area and all the
houses were completed based on agreed construction standards. This
process strengthened DAG’s working relationship between DAG and a
well-established steering committee. This committee was led by strong
women who fully understood the roles of different stakeholders within
the PHP process, starting from the project committee to those of Western
Cape Department of Human Settlement and to DAG as the project
managers. DAG continues to advocate for PHP projects to be led by
project committees with support from intermediary organisations who
focus on capacitation of local communities and emerging construction
companies.

Left: DAG, IBP ,CORC,
ISN and WRA working on
understanding prioritisation
in budget formulation.
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(SAFCEC). While there are other capacity development programmes
led by the public sector, few of them understand the capacity gaps for
these emerging contractors or engage with large private development
and construction companies. DAG, with strong links in the grassroots,
and with a strong network of development and construction companies
provides the perfect nexus to host this programme.
As part of given support to the thirteen companies from Khayelitsha
informal information sharing platforms were created whereby industry
players were invited i.e. private sector and government. As a result
of these platform facilitated by DAG, five of the thirteen companies
were rewarded an opportunity to participate in a ten months intensive
training programme led by the Western Cape Department of Transport
and Public Works. This training commenced in October 2017 and will
be completed by September 2018.

Emerging contractors and developers in the
township economy

T

he construction sector in South Africa is the fastest growing
economic sector. Despite this, the construction value chain is
highly untransformed. For instance, despite thousands of houses,
schools and the hospital being built in Khayelitsha, there are only a
handful of black owned construction companies operating in the area.
The Black Economic Empowerment is focused on lip service, rather
than significant investment into the small emerging
contractors.
DAG has been hosting an annual Contractor
During 2017 DAG
Training Programme since 2013. One of the fifteen
spearheaded a
contractors who participated and completed the DAGContractor Training
offered training, Kuhle Quality Projects, was graded at
a Level 4 by the Construction Industries Development
Programme for thirteen
Board (CIDB). This happened whilst participating in
emerging Khayelitsha
our Khayelitsha PHP construction project over the
based contractors, eight
course of three years. Kuhle Quality Projects is one of
of which were women
the highest graded contractor based in Khayelitsha.
Kuhle is also registered with the Department of
owned companies.
Human Settlements is now able to bid for medium
-sized construction projects in the low-income
housing sector and starting to enter the private commercial sector.
During 2017 DAG spearheaded a Contractor Training Programme
for thirteen emerging Khayelitsha based contractors, eight of which
were women owned companies. The training programme was run in
partnership with a federation of large-scale construction companies
called The South African Federation of Civil Engineering Companies
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Zanethemba–a new model of affordable rental
housing

Zanethemba Proposal
Khayelitsha, Spine Road.
Artists impression of
proposed Zanethemba rental
development to be built
and managed by emerging
local developers. The project
intends to demonstrate
sustainable medium density
rental housing within a well
located part of Khayelitsha.

I

n 2016, DAG acquired a piece of land, approximately 3,400m² in
Khayelitsha from the Zanethemba Trust. The Trust had historically
been involved in building military veteran housing, but ceased all
operations and handed over all its assets to DAG. This piece of land
is strategically located within one km from the Khayelitsha CBD and
within walking distance to a proposed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) station.
DAG has identified the Zanethemba site as a flagship project for the
organisation. The land is currently zoned for mixed use and has the
potential to add tremendous value to new forms of rental housing
development in Khayelitsha.
DAG has resolved to partner with Khayelitsha based emerging
developers who are already players in the rental market. This will
materialise through DAG playing the leading role regarding design
and planning approvals and facilitating access to finance for the local
partners to purchase and manage
the units. A number of local
‘micro-developers’ have shown
DAG has resolved
an appetite for this approach and
to partner with
are keen to partner with DAG in
delivering low income affordable
Khayelitsha
housing in Khayelitsha and
based emerging
surrounds. City officials, ward
councillors and surrounding
developers who
community structures have all
are already
fully backed the development
concept.
players in the
Behind the scenes, DAG
rental market.
undertook feasibility studies and
market research in partnership
with UCT Department of Property Economics and Construction
to understand the rental market in the surrounding communities.
Interactions also took place between well-established private sector
Architecture and Urban Designers practitioners to together develop an
urban design proposal for the larger area. DAG also engaged extensively
with financial institutions and investors such as TUHF and NEWHCO
to invest in areas where traditional banks are reluctant to finance.
During the 2017 period project designs and costings began to align. The
feasibility of the long-term sustainability of Zanethemba and other such
projects have proven to be more than convincing.
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Khayelistha: Incremental upgrading of informal
settlements – the story of three informal
settlement communities to realise land and
housing rights

D

AG believes that the viability of all informal settlement upgrading
projects is largely determined by the extent to which the residents
actively participate in their upgrading process. This is premised on
our belief in utilizing the opportunity of using the infrastructural
investment to leverage development objectives. Over the year, DAG
worked with three Khayelitsha based informal settlements in the Site B
area providing socio-technical assistance to the leaders of PJS, WB and
S Section informal settlements. The leaders
requested DAG to assist them with undertaking
DAG’s approach to
settlement level enumerations and mapping to
inform their upgrading plans. DAG’s approach
community based
to community based mapping and planning
mapping and planning
involves the social facilitation of local level
workshops involving representatives from the
involves the social
local committees, local politicians, residents
facilitation of local level
and officials. The participatory workshops are
focused on leadership skills, identifying key
workshops involving
development priorities over the short, medium
representatives from the
and long term. This approach by DAG would
address some of the challenges identified in all
local committees, local
the three informal settlement during one on
politicians, residents
one meetings.
As part of taking development processes
and officials.
forward in PJS and capacitating the local
leadership DAG in partnership with ASFUK, facilitated a design studio in PJS. The aim of the studio was to
capacitate community leaders with technical development tools to
use for community led-participation planning by the community. The
tools that were developed during the design studio related to mapping
(Walking, Talking and Drawing) of community assets. These maps were
translated into community action plans. This was done by looking at 3
scales namely, Dwelling, Community and City scales. DAG facilitated a
four-week design studio for PJS informal settlement, with support from
a local consultant. The first week focused on settlement level mapping of
households, sanitation & water services. The design team created a 3D
model of PJS informal settlement illustrating all shacks, toilets, taps and
assets in PJS community. The model was used in follow up workshops
to explore upgrading options including re-blocking, double storey
emergency housing and BNG housing. Outcomes of the design studio
in PJS was shared with S and WB section during an exchange visit to
learn from work done by other communities outside of Khayelitsha.
Looking forward, DAG will continue to explore different upgrading
options with a strong focus on tenure security and land rights.
Right Top:

Masimbambane Social Housing Company

B

ased on DAG’s keen interest in social and affordable housing, DAG
has incubated a social housing company called Masibambane Social
Housing Company (MSHC). The company is completely independent
of DAG, with its own governance structure. The intent of MSHC is to
explore a wide array of housing alternatives within the township and
inner city markets.
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Community mapping of PJS
Informal settlement

Right Middle:
PJS participants carrying out
an exercise on settlement
level mapping of households,
sanitation & water services.

Right Bottom:
Community mapping of PJS
Informal settlement
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Informed upgrading:
DAG assisting the leaders of Khayelitsha’s
informal settlements with undertaking
settlement level enumerations and mapping
to inform their upgrading plans.

Part 4
Collaborative civic action –
unlikely networks
NGO collaborative action in informal
settlement upgrading – city and area
based networks

A

s DAG, when it comes to informal settlement
upgrading the concept of neighbourhood planning
is at the heart of the approach. DAG has been working
in three informal settlements of Khayelitsha, namely PJS,
S-section and WB informal settlements to strengthen the
capacity of local civic organisations and leaders to lead
their upgrading.
To support learning across informal settlements, DAG
convened a number of dialogues with organizations
active in the Khayelitsha, including the Social Justice
Coalition (SJC), Peoples Environmental Planning (PEP),
Community Organization Resources Centre (CORC),
Informal Settlement Network (ISN) and Federation of the
Urban Poor (FEDUP).

Horizontal Learning Platforms

I

Above:
Developing the framework
to guide the bi-law on public
participation.

n 2017, DAG hosted two Horizontal Learning Platforms (HLP’s).
The first HLP hosted in May, saw 23 civil society organizations,
leaders and activists from across Cape Town coming together in a
facilitated engagement. The input from the Oude Molen community
leaders emphasized the need to embark on stronger joint advocacy on
large parcels of inner city land that could be used for redressing and
advancing housing rights in Cape Town. It also ignited a desire amongst
participants to action this. Another exciting (HLP) was held on 18th
November 2017 when DAG changed the format of the HLP and planned
site visits to various communities in which past and current participants
of the Active Citizens Training Programme could consolidate their
learning and share lessons and ideas with different communities.
The HLP was attended by 24 CSO leaders and activists ranging from
informal settlements, backyarders, development forums and CBO’s.

Left Top:
Exploring alternative methods
to public participation.

Left Middle:
A group of ACTP participants
that took part in the HLP
workshop.

Left Bottom:
Exploring alternative methods
to public participation in
groups.
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The Inconsiderate City and unlikely networks –
bridging the space, class and race divide towards
a new urban agenda

I

n 2017 the Development Action Group hosted a series of Cape Town
Civic Conversations, with 34 organized civic associations from
across Cape Town – ranging from Ottery, Sea Point, Mitchells Plain
2017 Annual Report ~ 33

to Stellenbosch. The Civics Conversations emerged from a city wide
review of developments being contested by over 25 civic organisations.
As a result, the central theme to the Civics Conversation was to address
new developments being approved by the City of Cape Town including
infrastructure upgrades and alterations, shopping malls, gated housing
projects and new upmarket apartments. These developments were being
contested and challenged by local civic organisations (either in or out
of court) on the grounds that they were undermining heritage (both
cultural and of the built environment), inconsiderate of people’s views
and threatened the natural environment.
A frustration expressed by civic organizations in the dialogues that
they were unable to influence the development
processes and local government policies through
New apartment blocks and
traditional participatory mechanisms. The current
office space were often
methods of public participation were accused
coined as being out of
of lacking transparency and accountability
on behalf of local government and are seen as
character with the historical
mere ‘tick-box’ exercises done in order to meet
neighborhood fabric and did
legislative requirements. The perception from
not incorporate the heritage
civic organizations was that local government
imposes policies on them but does not engage
of local people in their
them. This frustration and concern was expressed
designs or layouts.
from across the city.

In November, DAG’s project officer Naeemah Sadien attended the
EU Global Education Learning Platform (GELP) Project in France.
Naeemah’s invitation to participate
in this event stemmed directly from
DAG’s continuous partnership with
Feedback from the UCT
UCT’s Adult Education Department, a
Social Infrastructure
participating member of the EU GELP.

team indicated that it
was considered the best
course delivered over the
last four years.

Emerging contractors Forums – linking the
small and big private sector construction
companies

I

n trying to bridge the gap between emerging contractors and big
industry players, DAG has been brokering engagements with big
construction companies to facilitate real work partnerships that will
translate into growth of these emerging companies. In facilitating these
unlikely networks DAG and the Khayelitsha Development Forum,
co-hosted a breakfast conversation with local Khayelitsha based
contractors entitled “Women doing it for themselves”. DAG invited
speakers including Extended Public Works Programme (EPWP), Old
Mutual, CoCT and a local contractor. All of the speakers spoke about
the opportunities in the built environment sector and the importance of
companies to comply with the industry norms as well as the standards
for recognition. During the engagements that took place, the big
construction companies showed an appetite to partner and provide
work opportunities to emerging contractors. However, the challenge
remains in the details of how this should be carried out.

Leaders and activists as educators: the power of
the narrative

I

n 2017, DAG in partnership with Cape Town based civic leaders
and activists co-facilitated the service learning citizen engagement
component of the University of Cape Town’s Global Citizenship
Programme. The leaders and activists took on the role of educators in
hosting the undergraduate students, sharing with them their strategies
and tactics in addressing local neighbourhood issues. Intentional
planning and co-design of the programme with UCT’s Global
Citizenship programme played a critical role in reshaping the narrative
of civic leaders.
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Right Top: House in
Salt River with heritage
restrictions that Salt River
Residents Association spoke
about during the visit.
Right Bottom: UCT Global
Citizenship (UCT GC) 2017.
Warda Rahim, Chair of
the Salt River Residents
Association on a Salt River
community walk-about with
the UCT GC students 2017.
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DAG’s ACTP alumni and Maitland Garden
Village Residents Association member sharing
with the HLP group about the MGV community
issues as well as the tactics and methods they
are using to deal with those issues.

Part 5

Part 6

Local and Regional Learning

A learning organisation

Municipal Training on Informal Settlement
Upgrading (Western Cape) – implementing the
Informal Settlements Support Plan

Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning

T

he Western Cape Province has a housing backlog of over 500 000
households, with most people living in informal settlements. Whilst
this a strong focus area for the Province, municipal capacity in delivering
informal settlement upgrading is limited. Based on this premise, DAG
worked closely with Western Cape Provincial Departments, UCT
Department of Construction Economics and Isandla Institute to deliver
a five- day training programme for municipal officials. The participating
officials came from 18 different municipalities and included planning
and housing officials. A number of organisations were also invited to
speak to the municipalities and share experiences. The evaluation
concluded that the programme was particularly useful and gave strategic
direction for the informal settlement upgrading processes. It was also
noted that there is a lack of clarity around backyard dwellings, which is
a persistent issue in addressing housing in municipal areas.

Regional learning exchange Sierra Leonne Urban
Research Centre

I

n October, DAG held a knowledge exchange with the Sierra Leone
Urban Research Centre (SLURC) in Cape Town. Based in Freetown,
SLURC, is a globally connected Research Centre created through a
partnership between the Bartlett Development Planning Unit (University
College London) and the Institute of Geography and Development
Studies (Njala University). Part of the SLURC visit involved a visit to
Cape Town to learn from partners doing transformative work in relation
to socio-spatial inequalities in the city. A relationship was built with
SLURC and DAG will continue to support SLURC around key capacity
development issues in 2018.

ISOCARP- Young Planning Professionals

D

AG participated in the International Society of City and Regional
Planner’s (ISOCARP) Young Planning Professionals (YPP)
Workshop. The workshop focused on leveraging investments in a
manner which promotes inclusive growth, mitigates the displacement
of people and ensures the viability of affordable housing. The workshop
was particularly relevant for Cape Town, where large scale investments
in infrastructure continues to escalate land and property prices resulting
in the displacement of communities while perpetuating existing
inequalities.
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D

AG has a well-established Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation
system in place for all projects and takes a multi-faceted,
participatory and result-based approach to monitoring and evaluation.
During 2017 DAG adapted its internal review of activities, planned
outputs, and assessment of outcomes to include monthly Reflection
on Practice (ROMP) sessions that are internally facilitated. The M&E
Project includes ongoing learning for all staff involved, given the
unpredictable and iterative nature of the adopted approach. In addition
to Quarterly Reviews, DAG developed key indicators for measuring
both quantitative and qualitative changes throughout the lifespan of
the programmes. These are assessed annually as part of our Annual
Strategic Planning and mid-way through each project. In addition, DAG
monitors and evaluates the various methodologies utilised, especially
lessons learnt from a collaborative and partnership-based approach.
Staff members attended various platforms exposing them to learning
opportunities both locally and internationally.

Evaluating 3 years of practice – towards a new
Theory of Change

I

n 2017, DAG undertook an external evaluation of the organisations
strategy on Re-imagining our city. The evaluation noted DAG’s work
over a three year period had achieved significant outcomes on the quality
of life for those living in poor urban communities; helped influence a
range of national policies and programmes; pioneered new approaches
to community-driven housing and participatory planning; and lastly,
that DAG had an excellent reputation in the urban sector, both with
CSOs and public sector institutions. Some of the key findings included:
■■ DAG proving to be a leading organisation on land and housing in
South Africa.
■■ The organisation had effectively maintained good working
relationships with national and provincial government.
■■ Proven capability to facilitate relations between government and civil
society, especially at community level.
■■ Consistently innovative in its approach and constantly takes initiative
in developing new models.
■■ Played a critical role in developing the People’s Housing Process,
medium density housing and Land Value Capture advocacy in South
Africa.
■■ Strong credibility and reputation with communities and key people
in government.
■■ Developed and implemented training, capacity building and research
programmes or projects for the urban sector. Successfully designed
and implemented innovative models that not only build houses, but
also create social cohesion.
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Knowledge sharing:
DAG’s knowledge exchange programme
participants from Sierra Leone Urban Research
Centre (SLURC) Learning about socio-spatial
inequalities in Cape Town.

Financial Report 2017

Detailed Income Statement
For the year ended 31 December 2017

DAG concluded the year with a deficit of
R773,200, being a decrease of 85.9% in the deficit
of 2016 (R5,486,376). Included in the 2017 deficit
of R773,200 is a R400,000 decrease adjustment
for the DAG Buildings given the recent valuation,
as well as a provision for Bad Debts (R384,930),
and VAT Disallowed (R128,651), both relating to
the previous Khayelitsha project ended 2015.

Income

T

otal Income amounted to R6,925,444, being a 78% increase in
income when compared to the previous year’s income of R3,412,130.
This was due to additional funding contributions from Misereor (a 3
year funding agreement was secured), Open Society International,
International Budgetary Partnership, as well as funding from our longstanding, loyal donor, Brot fur die Welt, whose 3-year funding cycle
ends December 2018. DAG’s own income generation ie. Consultancy
Income and Housing facilitation & development services unit increased
by R810,236 during 2017. Acknowledgement and grateful thanks is
extended to all our donors for their continued and generous support!

Revenue:

2017

2016

Rental Income

307 627

7 765

Recoveries & Sundry Income

308 497

50 708

-

13 891

Interest received

21 210

111 339

Dividends received

35 434

11 267

Consulting Income

341 897

71 495

Housing, facilitation and
development services unit

837 838

298 004

1 852 503

564 469

2017

2016

Brot fur die Welt

2 193 821

2 059 605

Misereor

1 263 459

403 056

Zanethemba

1 144 700

-

Open Society Foundation

250 000

385 000

International Budgetary
Partnership

216 961

-

4 000

-

5 072 941

2 847 661

Total Income
Total Expenses

5 072 941
7 698 644

2 847 661
8 898 506

Deficit for the year

(773 200)

(5 486 376)

Gains on disposal of assets

Total Revenue

Grants:

Discounts received
Total Grants

Expenditure

T

otal expenditure for 2017 amounted to R7,698,644, being a 13.5%
decrease in expenditure when compared to 2016 (R8,898,506). The
reduction in expenditure was as a result of streamlining of employee
costs, a saving on stipends spent in 2016 as well as limiting overhead/
admin costs and international travel.

Interest received 0.31%
Sundry Income
Rental Income
12

.1%

%

Consulting Income

0.51% Dividends received
0.06% Discount received

4
4.4

Housing, facilitation &
development services unit

4.45%

After having most of its reserves depleted in 2016, the Board and DAG
Team managed to keep the organisation afloat during a very trying
financial period and are acknowledged for their efforts in this regard.
We feel that the organisation is in a more stable position both in terms
of reputation and finances, and look forward to growing from strength
to strength as we continue providing direct assistance to communities
grappling with issues related to access to land, infrastructure, housing
and basic community services.

(All figures in Rand)

4.94%
Grant Funding
73.19%
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Detailed Income Statement

Balance Sheet

For the year ended 31 December 2016
Operating Expenses

As at 31 December 2017

2017

2016

Admin & management fees
Advertising
86 728
Auditors remuneration
328 897
Bad debts
23 328
Bank charges
Commission
130 632
Computer expenses
384 930
Consultants fees
17 879
Consumables
Depreciation, amortisation
100 771
and impairments
5 008 599
Employee costs
2 534
Entertainment & gifts
125 953
Equipment hire
Fair Value Adjustments (building) 400 000
1 273
Finance costs
2 043
Furniture & Equipment
Stipends/Training
49 052
Insurance
12 950
Lease rentals
Legal fees
25 170
Materials Printing
55 777
Meetings
108 176
Municipal expenses
6 826
Postage
61 575
Printing and Stationery
Profit & Loss on exchange
24 539
differences
21 223
Profit & Loss on sale of assets
42 734
Repairs and maintenance
36 159
Resources
Security
111 024
Seminars and venue
35 648
Telephone and fax
Travel Accommodation
83 412
& Subsistence
33 762
Travel - International
124 042
Travel - Road
128 651
VAT Disallowed
124 357
Workshops

13 686
98 745

Total Expenses

7 698 644

20
44
142
400
22

457
472
867
388
281

61 789
6 451 383
929
143 658
1 191
192
454 422
46 980
22 212
25 816
23 503
84 884
2 381
27 573

211
13
155
41
60

447
409
758
737
157

103 525
104 039
113 946
4 679

Non-Current Assets

2017

2016

5 384 802

5 894 833

334 000

334 000

5 718 802

6 228 833

2017

2016

624 667

1 822 179

Cash and cash equivalents

1 225 757

795 543

Total Current Assets

1 850 424

2 617 722

7 569 226

8 846 555

Property, Plant & Equipment
Investment
Total Non-Current Assets

Current Assets
Accounts Receivable

Total Assets

Reserves & Accumulated Funds

2016

Reserves

4 650 334

8 050 334

Accumulated Funds

2 172 065

(454 735)

Total Reserves &
Accumulated Funds

6 822 399

7 595 599

2017

2016

Accounts Payable

746 827

1 451 739

Total Liabilties

746 827

1 451 739

7 569 226

9 047 338

Liabilities

Total Reserves and
Liabilities

(All figures in Rand)

Thank you to our funders for your
generous support. Without your
help, DAG would not be able to do
the work that it does.

8 898 506

(All figures in Rand)
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